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Background: Physical resilience, or the ability to recover after a physical

stressor, declines with aging. Efforts to preserve physical resilience in the

older dialysis population are critically needed; however, validated, patient-

centered measures that are sensitive to change are also needed. Our objective

was to assess accelerometer-derived step count variability, or a measure of

intra-individual variation in physical activity, as a potential measure of physical

resilience among older adults receiving hemodialysis.

Methods: Community-dwelling ambulatory older adults receiving in-center

hemodialysis were prospectively enrolled. Participants wore wrist

accelerometers during daytime hours on both dialysis and non-dialysis days

up to 14 days, and the feasibility of accelerometer use was assessed from wear

time. We used accelerometer data to compute step counts in 4-hour blocks

and step count variability. Physical function was assessed with the Short

Physical Performance Battery (SPPB which includes gait speed test), grip

strength, activities of daily living (ADLs) instruments, and life space mobility.

We assessed interval fatigue (subjective rating from 0 to 10) on dialysis and

non-dialysis days and self-reported recovery time. We assessed the

correlations of step count variability with measures of physical function and

step count and interval fatigue.

Results: Of 37 enrolled participants, 29 had sufficient accelerometer data for

analyses. Among the 29 participants, mean (SD) age was 70.6(4.8) years, and

55% (n=16) were male and 72% (n=21) were Black race. Participants were

largely sedentary withmedian (Q1-Q3) self-reported total kilocalories per week

of 200 (36–552). Step count variability was positively correlated with measures

of physical function: SPPB (r=0.50, p<0.05), gait speed (r=0.59, p<0.05),

handgrip strength (r=0.71, p<0.05), Instrumental ADLs (r=0.44, p<0.05) and

life space mobility (r=0.54, p<0.05).There was a weak inverse correlation
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between post-dialysis step counts (4-hour blocks after a dialysis session) and

post-dialysis interval fatigue [r=-0.19 (n=102, p=0.06).

Conclusions: Physical activity assessment via accelerometer is feasible for

older adults receiving hemodialysis. Step count variability correlated with

physical function, so it may be a novel measure of physical resilience. Further

studies are needed to validate this measure.
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Introduction

Among older adults receiving hemodialysis, nearly 40%

experience a decline in physical function in a given year (1).

The remaining 60%maintain or improve their physical function.

This heterogeneity is likely in part explained by variations in

physical resilience (2). Physical resilience encompasses the

ability to maintain or recover functioning after a physical

stressor (2). Studies of physical resilience in older dialysis

patients may elucidate clues for maintaining physical function

and quality of life (3, 4). However, there is no unifying

understanding of physical resilience or validated measures of

physical resilience in older adults receiving hemodialysis.

Physical resilience for a hemodialysis patient can manifest as

an individual’s ability to recover after the hemodynamic and

pro-inflammatory stress imposed by each hemodialysis session

(5). We hypothesized that physical resilience, or degree of

recovery, would be reflected by how activity patterns recover

to baseline following a hemodialysis session. Accelerometry has

been used to assess activity patterns through step counts in

hemodialysis patients in prior studies (6–8). Therefore, step

count variability, or a measure of intra-individual variation in

step counts in discrete time intervals, could reflect recovery after

hemodialysis. For example, a patient with higher step count

variability would have wider shifts in physical activity across

intervals because they spent more time in a day active than

resting. As in prior studies of dynamical systems (e.g. heart rate

variability, inflammatory response) (9, 10), higher step count

variability reflects higher physiological complexity, or an

individual’s ability to demonstrate physiological adaptations

after a stressor, which is considered a hallmark of successful

aging (11–13). Understanding if step count variability can

provide information suggestive of physical resilience is

valuable for development of resilience measures for older

adults receiving hemodialysis.

The primary objective of this study was to determine the role

of physical activity assessment via accelerometer in physical

resilience. To achieve this objective, we conducted a prospective
02
cohort study in older adults receiving hemodialysis to assess the

feasibility of accelerometer use and the relationship between step

count variability and physical function. Because accelerometer

use can be impractical, we also explored additional measures

(e.g., serial measures of fatigue, self-reported recovery time) and

their relationship with physical activity to identify potential

alternative measures.
Materials and methods

This was a prospective, longitudinal feasibility study that

aimed to evaluate physical activity as a potential measure of

physical resilience in older patients receiving in-center

hemodialysis. We recruited a convenience sample of 37 older

adults (≥ 65 years) receiving hemodialysis sessions from 2017 to

2018. Exclusion criteria included individuals who were not

ambulatory, those who did not exhibit independence in all

ADLs (e.g., long-term care residents), those with advanced

dementia, non-English speaking individuals, and those in

hospice. All subject screening, recruitment, and consent

occurred at outpatient dialysis clinics within 32 miles of Duke

University Hospital. This protocol was approved by the Duke

IRB (Pro 00075802), and all patients provided written

informed consent.
Physical activity

Participants underwent home physical activity monitoring

for 14 consecutive days using a wrist-mounted Actigraph

accelerometer (models GT3X and GT3X+; Pensacola, FL). The

Actigraph triaxial accelerometer has been widely validated as a

reliable instrument to estimate daily physical activity (14).

Activity monitors and instructions were given to

participants during an initial study visit on a typical dialysis

session day. Study personnel demonstrated wrist placement and

explained the accelerometer to the participants using a
frontiersin.org
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standardized script. Participants wore the device during day-

time hours, except at times when there was a possibility of the

device becoming wet. The accelerometer was worn on non-

access wrist (a wrist that does not have a functional

arteriovenous access for dialysis) attached to a wrist band.
Alternative measures of physical
resilience

We postulated that alternative measures of physical

resilience would include interval fatigue and self-reported

recovery time (15). As in other studies evaluating fatigue

variability in the dialysis population (16, 17), interval fatigue

was assessed during the period of home physical activity

monitoring. Study personnel called and/or texted participants

at three regular intervals throughout each weekday (e.g., 10AM,

2PM, and 6PM) to ask participants to report their fatigue score

at that moment on a numeric rating scale (0–10). A score of 0

indicated “no fatigue” and a score of 10 “fatigue as bad as you

can imagine.” (18) We also assessed self-reported recovery time

by asking the following validated question: “How long does it

take for you to recover from a dialysis session?” (19)
Additional measures

To obtain a baseline assessment of physical function, we

administered the following measures in the dialysis unit (before

dialysis on a mid-week dialysis day): Short Physical Performance

Battery (SPPB), [SPPB includes assessments of gait speed, time

to complete 5 chair stands, and balance. All tests in the SPPB are

scored 0-4, for a total score of 0-12, with higher scores indicating

better function], handgrip strength (as measured using a

dynamometer), Lawton (20) and Katz (21) ADLs, and Life-

Space Mobility (22). We also collected demographics,

comorbidities using the Charlson Comorbidity Index, and

length of time on dialysis. Participants were also asked to

complete the Low Physical Activity Questionnaire, an

instrument that converts survey responses about physical

activity into total kilocalories(kcal)/week (23).
Statistical analyses

Using ActiLife v6.12 data processing software, accelerometer

physical activity data was processed into step counts (24). Only

individuals who had ≥ 10 hours of valid wear time on 3 or more

days were retained for analyses (25). To assess changes in step

counts over an interdialytic period, participants had to have at

least 3 days of data that included both dialysis and non-dialysis

days. Step counts were summed in 4-hour (4-hr) blocks. With

knowledge of each participant’s dialysis schedule, each
Frontiers in Nephrology 03
participant’s hemodialysis session was represented in one 4-hr

block (see blue dots in Figure 1). Then, all other 4-hr blocks, or

non-dialysis blocks, were assigned relative to the participant’s

hemodialysis 4-hr block. In an approach similar to heart rate

variability (9, 26), step count variability was estimated from the

difference in step counts from one 4-hr block to another (each

dot in Figure 1). Each participant had a series of step count

differences determined over all of their 4-hr blocks, and step

count variability for each participant was calculated as the

standard deviation of the absolute value of all of the step

count differences (formula in Figure 1). Similar to heart rate

variability, higher step count variability reflects higher

physiological complexity which is essential for recovery from a

stressor (9).

Analyses were conducted using data from participants with

sufficient step count data. Summary statistics are presented as

mean ± SD or median (Q1-Q3) for continuous data and

presented as proportions for categorical data. To assess

feasibility of accelerometer use, we calculated the average time

participants wore it out of the expected 14 days. We assessed

feasibility of interval fatigue assessment from the proportion of

participants with any missing interval fatigue data. Assumptions

allowing the use of parametric analysis were largely met in order

to perform a Pearson correlation to assess the relationship
FIGURE 1

Schematic of Step Count Variability Measure Using a Participant’s
Data. Here is an example of a subset of 4-hour blocks (blue
indicates dialysis block, and red indicates non-dialysis block)
between two consecutive dialysis sessions for one participant.
Step count differences between each 4-hour block were
calculated for each participant. Then, the step count variability
was calculated as the standard deviation of the series of step
count differences for each participant.
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between step counts and step count variability (measured in 4-hr

blocks). We visualized the relationship between step count

variability by tertiles and step count during hemodialysis and

post-dialysis 4-hr blocks over three consecutive dialysis days. To

assess step count variability as a measure of physical resilience,

we assessed Pearson correlations between step count variability

and physical function (SPPB total score, gait speed, hand grip

strength, ADLS, and life space mobility). These correlations were

conducted using both Pearson and Spearman correlations, with

similar results for both. For ease of interpretation we are

presenting the Pearson correlation results.

We assessed correlations of physical activity and alternative

measures of physical resilience including fatigue. Because fatigue

was not normally distributed, Spearman’s correlation was used

to assess the association between step count (measured in 4-hr

blocks) and interval fatigue for both post-dialysis 4-hr blocks

and for all other 4-hr blocks. We assessed the correlation

between step count variability and self-reported recovery time

and total kcal/week (derived from the Low Physical Activity

Questionnaire). All statistical analyses were performed using

SAS (version 9.4, SAS Inc., Cary NC).
Results

Cohort characteristics

Of 37 participants, 8 were excluded from analyses for

insufficient data (wearing accelerometer < 3 days, or only on

dialysis days (n=6), or study withdrawal due to illness (n=2))

(Figure 2). Among the 29 participants in the analytic cohort,

mean (SD) age was 70.6 (4.8) years, 55% (n=16) were men, and

72% (n=21) were Black race (Table 1). Participants had mean

(SD) SPPB 6.3 (3.2), mean (SD) life-space mobility score 21.8

(8.4) and self-reported caloric expenditure was median (Q1-Q3)

200 (36-552) total kcal/week. While participants generally had

preserved basic ADLs, instrumental ADLs, and handgrip

strength (28); there was heterogeneity in self-reported recovery

time [median (Q1-Q3): 2 (0, 24) hours].
Feasibility

On average, participants wore accelerometer on their wrist

14.9 (1.1) hours a day over 12.9 (1.9) days. Although one of the

participants excluded from analyses noted the device “bothered”

them, none of the participants included in our analyses reported

side effects. The majority of participants (25 of 29) had some

missing interval fatigue data.
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Step counts and their correlation with
step count variability

Figure 3 shows example patterns of step counts at 4-hr

blocks:1) a participant with similar step counts during dialysis 4-

hr blocks and other 4-hour blocks (Figure 3A) and 2) a

participant with higher step counts at 4-hr blocks outside of

dialysis in most blocks (Figure 3B). There was a strong, positive

correlation between step count and step count variability

(Pearson’s r=0.89, p<0.0001). The mean step count variability

was 140.0 ± 67.3 steps, and participants within highest tertile of

step count variability had higher step counts in post-dialysis 4-hr

blocks compared to those in lower tertiles (Figure 4).
Step count variability and its correlation
with measures of physical function

Step count variability had a positive Pearson correlation with

physical function measures: SPPB, gait speed, handgrip strength,

ADLs and life space mobility (Table 2). Highest correlations

were with objective measures of physical function: gait speed

(Pearson’s r=0.59, p-value=0.001) and handgrip strength

(Pearson’s r=0.71, p-value<0.0001).
FIGURE 2

Flowchart of study participants .
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A B

FIGURE 3

Examples of Physical Activity Data at 4-hour blocks. For both plots from actual study participants, the blue dots indicate dialysis 4-hour blocks,
and the red dots indicate non-dialysis 4-hour blocks. Black boxes demonstrate a set of 4-hour blocks between two consecutive dialysis
sessions. (A) Step Counts in a Participant with Low Step Count Variability. (B) Step Counts in a Participant with High Step Count Variability.
TABLE 1 Baseline characteristics of participants.

Patient Characteristics Mean (SD), Median (Q1-Q3) or N (%)

Lowest Tertile (N=10) Middle Tertile (N=9) Highest Tertile (N=10)

Age 71.2 (5.5) 70.3 (2.7) 70.3 (5.9)

Male sex 4 (40%) 4 (44%) 8 (80%)

Black race 6 (60%) 8 (89%) 7 (70%)

Time on Dialysis (years) a 3.8 (0.6-4.9) 2.6 (1.6-4.9) 2.6 (1.5-6.2)

Charlson Index 4.8 (1.5) 4.8 (1.8) 4.0 (1.8)

Hemoglobin 10.2 (1.6) 10.8 (0.9) 10.7 (0.7)

Kt/V 1.6 (0.4) 1.7 (0.1) 1.5 (0.1)

Short Physical Performance Battery (SPPB)b 4.4 (2.1) 5.7 (3.5) 8.5 (2.5)

Gait Speed 0.5 (0.2) 0.7 (0.3) 0.9 (0.2)

Handgrip Strength (kilograms) 44.2 (13.7) 56.3 (13.3) 71.3 (10.4)

Basic Activities of Daily Living (ADL) Score 5.6 (1.0) 5.9 (0.4) 6 (0)

Instrumental Activities of Daily Living Score 4.9 (2.1) 7.9 (0.4) 7.3 (1.3)

Life Space Mobility Scorec 18.1 (6.8) 19.9 (8.0) 27.2 (8.1)

Self-reported Recovery Time (SRRT) (minutes) a,d 480 (120-720) 60 (5-180) 120 (25-450)

Total kilocalories per week (kcal/week) a,e 18 (0-270) 300 (110-560) 407 (165-670)

Step Count Variability 97.7 (19.2) 151.6 (8.2) 262 (64.1)

aMedian (Q1-Q3); N=29; SPPB range 0-12; max Basic ADL score 6; max Instrumental ADL score 8.
bSPPB <10 indicates higher odds of future loss of ability to walk 400 m (25).
cLife space mobility score <30 indicates someone who needs help going beyond their own yard (18).
dMax SRRT 1440 min/day.
eThis metric reflects energy expenditure from physical activity derived from the Low Physical Activity Questionnaire (19). Low physical activity is <383 kcal/wk. for men or 270 kcal/
week for women (27).
F
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Step count/step count variability and
correlation with alternative measures of
physical resilience

Median (Q1-Q3) interval fatigue after hemodialysis was

slightly higher than fatigue reported on non-dialysis days [4(2-
Frontiers in Nephrology 06
6) vs. 3(1-5)]. There was a weak, inverse Spearman correlation

between step counts and interval fatigue in the 4-hr block after

hemodialysis [r=-0.19 (n=102, p=0.06)], and, for step counts and

interva l fa t igue at a l l other 4-hr blocks [r=-0 .17

(n=210, p=0.01)].

Step count variability had a positive, moderate Pearson

correlation with total kcal/week (from Low Physical activity

Questionnaire) but weak, inverse Pearson correlation with self-

reported recovery time (Table 2).
Discussion

In this study, we found it is feasible to measure physical

activity via accelerometer in an older dialysis cohort. Step count

variability, a measure that reflects how activity patterns return to

baseline after hemodialysis, had moderate to high correlations

with physical function measures: hand grip strength, gait speed,

life space mobility, SPPB, and ADLs. These findings suggest that

step count variability could be a measure of physical resilience in

older adults receiving dialysis. Additional work is needed to

confirm that step count variability is sensitive to change with

resilience-promoting interventions and therefore reasonable

target for efforts to maintain or improve physical resilience in

this population.

This study uniquely identifies step count variability as a

potential measure of physical resilience based on the correlations

between step count variability and physical function measures in

older adults receiving dialysis. Prior studies in both a general

older adult cohort and a dialysis exercise intervention cohort

also demonstrate a positive correlation between physical activity

(either exercise intensity or accelerometer) and physical function

measured by physical performance measures or questionnaire

(27, 29). In a similar study design, Majchrzak et al. found

physical activity and physical function to be positively

correlated, however they found physical activity to be similar

on both dialysis and non-dialysis days (6). Our study provides
TABLE 2 Pearson Correlations between Step Count Variability and Measures of Physical Function and/or Resilience a.

Measures of Physical Function and/or Resilience Correlation r p-value

Short Physical Performance Battery 0.5 0.006

Gait speed 0.59 0.001

Handgrip strength 0.71 <0.0001

Instrumental ADLs 0.44 0.02

Basic ADLs 0.24 0.23

Total kcal/week 0.48 0.009

Self-Reported Recovery Time -0.17 0.38

a.Total kcal/week derived from the Low Physical Activity Questionnaire (LoPAQ).
fron
FIGURE 4

Individual Step Counts at Dialysis and Post-Dialysis Blocks by
Tertile of Step Count Variability. Participants were grouped into
tertiles of step count variability. Plot shows step counts at dialysis
and post-dialysis 4-hour blocks from three distinct dialysis days.
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novel information by exploring recovery of physical activity after

dialysis through step count variability, instead of step counts

alone. Using step count variability, we found that the extent of

physical activity within 4-hr blocks does vary among older adults

when they are not receiving hemodialysis and can indicate better

physical function even in older participants who on average had

low physical function based on SPPB and life-space mobility

scores (22, 30).

Prior evidence suggests self-reported fatigue and recovery

time would be inversely related to physical activity (19) (15, 31).

However, our study showed self-reported fatigue and recovery

time instruments, while less resource-intensive than

accelerometer use, had only weak inverse correlations with

physical activity. These findings could be partially explained by

the fact that interval fatigue assessment could not be reliably

obtained in this population and the small sample size. The weak

correlations may also partially be explained by their inherent

subjectivity. Some patients receiving dialysis may rate fatigue or

recovery time that does not correspond with their activity level

for a myriad of reasons to stay active despite fatigue (e.g.,

caregiving responsibilities, employment) (32). Also, fatigue and

recovery time may be interpreted differently from person to

person due to culture or other individual attributes (33). Despite

the findings from this pilot study, fatigue and post-dialysis

recovery are important patient-centered outcomes identified

by the hemodialysis population (34, 35). Future work is

needed to evaluate interval fatigue and recovery time as

potential measures of physical resilience. For now, clinicians

and researchers should consider fatigue and low physical activity

as separate, although related issues, in clinical evaluation and

outcome measures.

While most physical activity studies in the dialysis

population have been conducted in patients 1-2 decades

younger than those in this cohort (31, 32), our study

diminishes concern about the feasibility of accelerometer use

in older adults receiving dialysis. There may be concern that

older adults may not be able to follow instructions and adhere to

the study protocol; however, the majority (>80%) followed

instructions, wearing the device for nearly 15 hours a day, and

had eligible data for analyses. Another concern would be that

older adults receiving dialysis are less active (demonstrated by

the low self-reported total kcal/week by participants (36)) than

younger patients, so the data may not be robust enough to

identify differences within a sedentary group. However, we

found clear correlations with physical function measures.

Given these early findings, additional studies are needed to

validate this measure against other clinical outcomes thought

to reflect physical resilience (e.g., recovery after elective surgery).

Then, subsequent applications of step count variability could

involve use as an outcome measure in studies designed to

improve physical resilience. Such work would be useful as

often physical activity improvement may precede other

measurable improvements (e.g., physical function or quality of
Frontiers in Nephrology 07
life). Additionally, step count variability could be applied in

identification of high risk patients as low physical resilience

phenotypes have been associated with adverse outcomes in older

adults receiving hemodialysis (37).

This study’s strength lies in its unique cohort of older Black

adults receiving hemodialysis (average age 71) who are not

routinely included in research studies. Our study had several

limitations. First, our measure of interval fatigue on a scale

ranging from 0 to 10, is not validated, subject to measurement

error, and interval fatigue data was missing in most participants.

As a result, we were not able to explore additional analyses of

fatigue as a measure of physical resilience or evaluate correlation

with physical function. Additional studies for measuring interval

fatigue should explore formal psychometric evaluation to create

a more valid measure and approach for data collection. The

existing Standardized Outcomes in Nephrology-Hemodialysis

fatigue instrument could be an alternative measure for interval

fatigue after additional studies confirm the instrument’s

responsiveness to change and its validation in diverse

populations (38). Then, further research could more

adequately evaluate the relationships of fatigue with physical

function and physical resilience. Second, some participants were

excluded for not wearing accelerometer as directed. Future use of

accelerometers, especially in an older study population, should

require additional reminders and/or staff support to improve

study protocol adherence. Third, physical activity may have been

influenced by seasonal differences, however we still observed that

step count variability was correlated with physical function. Last,

the small sample size makes our findings susceptible to Type 1

and Type 2 error, such that these findings should be evaluated in

a larger sample to confirm validity.

In conclusion, we identified step count variability as a

potential measure of physical resilience for older adults

receiving dialysis. This study provides a significant

contribution for measure selection in future studies of physical

resilience in the dialysis population. Such studies are needed to

establish evidence for maintenance or improvement of physical

resilience in older adults receiving hemodialysis.
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